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AUTODESK and AUTOCAD Expert
Kenny Belfatto of CIM-Tech.com to
Present at WMS 2017 – Revealing the
Link from Design to Shop Floor
Production    

ORLANDO, FL, UNITED STATES,
October 24, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
AUTODESK® Certified expert Kenny
Belfatto of  CIM-Tech.com, will present at
the 2017 Woodworking Machinery and
Supply Expo (WMS) in Toronto, Canada
November 2, 2017. As a panel member
of the Cabinet Design Conference
Session, Belfatto will be demonstrating
how to bridge the link between “Design
and Driving Shop Floor Production.”

“We’re excited to show shop owners how
to take the headache out of custom-
design manufacturing,” Belfatto, an
AUTOCAD® expert says. “Whether the
shop is manufacturing thousands or just
one amazing piece, we can save hours
and hours of design transferring time.”

Earlier this year CIM-Tech.com announced the 2018 version of their flagship software, Router-CIM.
Router-CIM 2018 transfers creations from AUTOCAD®, AUTODESK Inventor®, Solid Edge® or
SOLIDWORKS® to any CNC manufacturing machine, and is full of new and newly improved features
that make manufacturing the most intricate creations fast, seamless and efficient. 

Belfatto has spearheaded CIM-Tech’s sales team since the company’s inception in 1986. He is
looking forward to WMS Toronto and reconnecting with his many Canadian customers including
Pleasure-way RV (Saskatoon),  Belanger Laminates (Boucherville, QC), and Living Art Kitchens
(Toronto). 

“WMS is my favorite expo because the attendees, presenters and exhibitors really have time to
exchange challenges, solutions, and best practices in a more casual friendly-paced atmosphere,”
Belfatto says. “It is really both, a ‘think tank’ and a show.” 

For more information about WMS 2017 Toronto, November 2-4 visit www.wmscanada.ca 
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About CIM-Tech.com Inc.                                                                               
Established in 1986, the founders of CIM-TECH realized that a CNC machine was only as good as
your ability to program it. Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) was needed to bridge the gap
between Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM). CIM provides for
a seamless solution with a common interface for design and manufacturing. From this basic concept a
new company was created, CIM-TECH. 7512 Dr. Phillips Blvd., Suite 50-859, Orlando, FL 32819;
407-219-9346 - info@cim-tech.com;  www.cim-tech.com
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